NEC Energy Solutions Introduces Distributed Energy Storage Solution to
Enable New Energy Services
DSS™ product line empowers commercial developers and utilities to deliver advanced behind-themeter energy services at the grid edge

September 6, 2016 – Westborough, MA, USA and Tokyo, Japan -- NEC Energy Solutions (NEC ES),
a subsidiary of NEC Corporation, today introduced the DSS™, a new distributed energy storage
platform and a significant step into the commercial and industrial (C&I) energy storage segment,
enabling its partners to offer distributed energy management services. As one of the most trusted
global suppliers of energy storage technology, NEC ES is offering the DSS platform with proven
lithium-ion battery storage technology, power conversion, and advanced controls software in a range
of flexible outdoor-rated configurations that are smaller, simpler, smarter and safer than competitive
products.
The DSS platform is optimized to support advanced service creation at the grid edge, whether in front
or behind the meter, for C&I enterprises and distribution utilities. It simplifies the deployment of
emerging storage-based services for C&I enterprises to optimize energy costs and increase energy
resiliency, while distribution utilities benefit from simplified use of storage to smooth intermittent
distributed renewable generation, shave grid demand peaks, achieve more efficient system utilization,
and control distributed assets. The DSS platform is scalable from 85kWh to 510kWh of energy
storage capacity and offers from 30kW up to 650kW of power capability. The featured NEC Energy
Solutions AEROS® controls software package will offer operating modes that allow the DSS
platform to perform a wide variety of applications, for example, by switching from cost savings by
demand charge management to revenue earning by providing system services.
“We have long understood the value of energy storage at the edge of the grid,” said Bud Collins,
CEO of NEC Energy Solutions. “Our new DSS platform enables our customers to easily offer a host
of new energy management services to their C&I enterprises in the sub-megawatt scale. The
platform takes away the complexity of energy storage system design while offering safety and
reliability, allowing our customers to focus on creating new energy management business models.”
The DSS platform will be sold and supported by a global partner network with expertise in renewable
energy, energy management, power quality, microgrids and energy development. Partner recruitment
has already begun in North America, EMEA and will continue worldwide in preparation for the
commercial availability of the NEC ES DSS energy storage platform, which is expected in Q1 2017
for North America and rolling out globally later in the year.
“The fully-integrated DSS system delivers simplicity, flexibility and reliability in a cost-effective
package. This brings emerging storage-based energy services to the mainstream, and allows us to
offer new services to our customer base.” said Norm Nielsen, CEO of Chico Electric, a leading PV
installer and electrical design-build contracting company located in California, one of the key
markets for distributed energy storage systems.
“We are combining energy storage and demand response strategies to maximise the value of our C&I
customers’ flexible demand. This demand-side flexibility is paving the way for a completely different
electricity market, one which is powered by renewable energy and puts consumers in charge of how,
when and from where they consume their energy. Products like this are key to unlocking the benefits
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to businesses and our electricity system as a whole,” said David Hill, Managing Director, Storage at
Open Energi, a leading energy services and demand response provider in the United Kingdom.
As a standardized, UL safety-certified, AC-ready system including power conversion system, the
DSS product is preconfigured in outdoor-rated enclosures, compliant with all relevant regulatory and
environmental requirements, can easily be installed by a licensed electrician, and will be backed by
up to a 10 year product warranty. NEC Energy Solutions is actively seeking additional partners and
resellers for the DSS distributed storage solution.
About NEC Energy Solutions
NEC Energy develops and manufactures smart energy storage solutions for electric grid, backup
power and lead‐acid replacement applications with system integration expertise focusing on high
performance, efficiency, safety and reliability. NEC Energy products range from compact advanced
industrial batteries to massive grid‐scale energy storage systems. Its turnkey GSS® (Grid Storage
Solution) products have successfully operated in commercial revenue service since 2009, while its
commercial and specialty batteries provide solutions to fit the needs for telecom, IT backup,
datacenter, medical, lead‐acid replacement and other industrial applications. For more information,
please visit www.neces.com.
About NEC Corporation
NEC Corporation is a leader in the integration of IT and network technologies that benefit businesses
and people around the world. By providing a combination of products and solutions that cross utilize
the company’s experience and global resources, NEC’s advanced technologies meet the complex and
ever‐changing needs of its customers. NEC brings more than 100 years of expertise in technological
innovation to empower people, businesses and society. For more information, visit NEC at
www.nec.com.
About Chico Electric
A Northern California Electrical Contractor since 1960, Chico Electric is a recognized leader in
electrical contracting and renewable energy systems planning, engineering, and installation, including
integrating complementary technologies like photovoltaic, thermal solar, biomass, storage and CHP.
Chico Electric has implemented electrical and energy systems for customers in agriculture, food
processing, manufacturing and institutions. Installations include industry-leading projects such as
Sierra Nevada Brewing Company, one of the largest combined micro-turbine and rooftop PV solar
installations in the nation, and Butte Community College, the first college in the nation to achieve
grid-positive distributed generation. For more information, visit Chico Electric at
www.chicoelectric.com.
About Open Energi
Open Energi is a clean technology company transforming how energy is used and delivered. The
company is a leader in real-time demand-side flexibility that responds intelligently to changes in
electricity supply and demand, providing carbon-free capacity when it is most needed. Open Energi is
working with businesses to maximise the value of demand response and energy storage, earning them
revenue, cutting costs and providing powerful business intelligence. To date, its Dynamic Demand
technology platform has been installed at over 350 sites UK-wide, connecting over 3,000 pieces of
equipment. www.openenergi.com
Press contact(s):
For all inquiries regarding NEC Energy, please contact: Jill Fallon, JFallon & Company, Inc.;
jfallon@jfallonandco.com; 508.954.3383
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